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Visualizing adverse and advantageous selection

- Perfect Competition (P = AC)
- Monopoly Pricing (MR = MC)
- Social Optimum (P = MC)
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→ Pro-competitive reforms may have caused real harm
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- André and I address , using EF-style approach
- Hoteling model w linear actuarial rate, as well as price
  - Cream skimming grows w competition (steal from rivals)

Trade-off in competition: coverage ↑ but quality ↓
- Calibrate using empirical data from Handel et al. (2014)
- Mean negatively correlated with risk-aversion
  - Could off-set adverse selection on mean but...
- Variance very positively correlated, so worsens!
- Market power dampens this cream-skimming however
  - Can it restore positive insurance, or even good outcome?
Surprising benefit of market power in insurance
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  2. Worst when reduces competition by most
     Under advantageous selection, more beneficial larger
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  3. Marginal cost should be used to calculate mark-up
     To predict price rise, mark-up over average cost correct
  4. Demand data more important than administrative data
     Administrative data only gives average, not marginal cost
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     First-order condition backs out incorrect cost for UPP
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⇒ Selection challenges competition policy
  - Makes us think more carefully about how, when
  - But it is not a *carte blanche* counter-argument
  - Framework allows us to measure, and if wrong to rebut
  - Currently not formal, hard to say much about it!
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